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G pronouns 
V working out meaning from context 
P vowel sounds 

1 SPEAKING & LISTENING 

a Work with a partner. Talk about your names. 
• My full name is .. .

• I'm named after .. . 

• Some people call me ... for short. 

• I have a nickname. It's ...

• I hate it when people call me ... 

b 1 2 >)) Listen to four people talking about their names. 
Write the names down, and tick (.I) the people who are 
happy with their names. 

c Listen again and answer the questions for each person. 
I Why did their parents choose the name? 
2 Do they have a nickname, or are they called something 

for short? 
3 Do they like their name? Would they like to change it? 

d Are you happy with your name? Would you like to 
change it? 

2 PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds 

a 1 3>)) Look at the first names in the chart. Listen and 
�the name which doesn't have the sound in the 
sound picture. 

2� 

6� 

7� 

8� 

Chris Bill 01 ivia Brian 

Peter Steve Emily Eve 

Alex Adrian Andrew Ann 

S.ean George Paula Charlotte 

Adele Ben Leo Jessica 

Sam Grace James Kate 

Tony Joe Robert Sophie 

Ryan Liam Michael Simon 

It's Caroline, 
but most people 

call me Caro. 

b With a partner, decide if they are men's names, 
women's names, or both. Write M, W, or B in the box. 
Are any of them short for another name? 

c > p.166 Sound Bank. Look at the typical spellings of 
the sounds in a. 

d Look at some common British surnames. How do you 
think they are pronounced? 

Adams Evans Harrison Johnson Jones 
Mason Murray Taylor Walker Wright 

e 1 4l)) Listen and check. 

3 READING & VOCABULARY 

working out meaning from context 

a You're going to read an article about names. Before you 
read, look at the title of the article. In what ways do you 
think a name can help or hurt you? 

b Read the article and write the headings in the correct 
paragraphs. There is one heading you don't need to use. 

rJ Life expectancy l!l Popular names 
IEJ Names and careers in history 
l!I How people see you D Success at school 

c Read the article again. Answer the questions with 
a partner. 
1 How do people see you differently if you're called 

Elizabeth, or Sophie, or Ann? 
2 What kind of names might help you to get better 

results at school? 
3 Why might someone called Ellie choose to be an 

electrician? 
4 When you are applying for a job, is it an advantage 

or a disadvantage to have an unusual name? 
5 What kind of initials should you have if you want 

to live longer? 

J) Guessing the meaning of new words and phrases

When you are reading and find a word or phrase you don't know:
1 Decide if you think it 's a noun, a verb, an adjective, etc.
2 Try to work out the meaning from the context (the

other words around it). 
3 If you still can't work out what it means, either ignore it 

and carry on reading, or use a dictionary to help you. 



Is your name help· 
or hurting you? 

M
ost of us never think about our names. 

They're just names and they usually don't 

mean much - or do they? New research 

has come out which suggests that our names can 

affect everything from our emotional well-being 

to our career paths, and even how long we live. 

D------
A recent survey asked 6,000 people in the UK to rank 
common names for men and women in three 
categories: successful, lucky, and attractive. 
The results showed a strong preference for 
certain names. People called James and Elizabeth 
were seen as the most successful, Jack and Lucy 

• were the luckiest, and Sophie and Ryan were 
the most attractive. Overall, it seems that the 
best name for men is James, which came 
near the top in all three categories. The ..
least desirable ones were George and Ann, 
which ranked near the bottom in all categories. ....;,
D----
The potential effects of your name go beyond perceptions. According to 
several studies, teachers give higher marks to children with attractive names. 
In the US, where grades are given on a scale from A (excellent) to D (poor), 
another study found that students with first names beginning with A or B 
received higher marks than students whose first names started with C or D. 

D------
Some experts also believe that people are attracted to jobs that sound like 
their names. One study found that people called Dennis and Denise are more 
likely to become dentists. There are hairdressers called Harry, artists called 
Art, and even a lawyer called Sue Yoo*. Even if your name and job don't match, 
your name could affect your job prospects. A study found that American 
employers were more likely to consider the (Vs of applicants who have 
'normal-sounding' names. Researchers also say that companies are more 
likely to promote people if their names 
sound successful. � 

D - �
It may seem incredible, but there is evidence that .,,
your name could affect how long you live.
Researchers compared the death certificates
of people with 'positive' initials (such as J.O.Y.
or F.U.N.) and people with 'negative' ones

::: (such as D.I.E. or S.A.D.). The results? People 
[ with positive initials live about four years

longer than the average, while people with 
negative initials die about three years sooner. 

£ So if you have an 'undesirable' name. should 

� you change it to a new one? Most experts 
.::. 
1:, say no. For most people, having a positive 
� o. attitude will help more than giving yourself 

a new name. 

• The name Sue Yoo sounds like the phrase 'sue you', 
which means to make a claim against somebody in court. 

d Look at the highlighted words or phrases in 
the article which are related to research. Try 
to work out what they mean, and how they 
are pronounced. 

e Now match them with 1-9. 

1 noun people who study something 
carefully to discover new facts about it 

2 noun the facts that make you 
believe something is true 

3 noun an investigation of the 
opinions of a particular group of people 

4 noun the number you get when you 
add two or more numbers and then divide 
the total by the number of figures you added 

5 noun different levels or numbers 
used for measuring something 

6 verb to put in order according to 
quality, importance, etc. 

7 adjective probable or expected 
8 adverb generally 
9 preposition further than 

f, 1 5 ))) Listen and check. Underline the 
stressed syllable. 

g Do you think your name is helping or hurting 
you?Why? 

4 SPEAKING 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
• What are three first names you really like and three

you don't like at all? Why do you like or dislike them? 
• What are the advantages and disadvantages of ... ?

- having a very common name
- having a very old-fashioned name
- having a very unusual name or a foreign name
- being named after a celebrity or royalty
- having the same first name as your father or mother

• Can you think of people who ...
- have a name that suits their appearance or

personality? Why does it suit them? 
- have a name that doesn't suit them? Why doesn't it

suit them? 

5 1 6>)) SONG Rio1' 

4iMM• Erl-



6 LISTENING & SPEAKING 

a Look at the brand names. How do you pronounce them? What do 
these companies make? 

b 1 7 >)) Listen to a radio programme about brand names. Which of 
the brands ... ? 

1 is named after a Greek goddess __ _ 
2 is named after the company's founder __ _ 
3 has a name which means 'three stars' 
4 is named after a very large number __ _ 
5 has a name which means 'sound' plus 'boy' __ _ 

c Listen again and answer the questions. 

1 What do the 'I' and 'K' in IKEA stand for? 
2 What did Samsung originally sell? 
3 What was Nike's original name? 
4 Why did Sony's founders choose its name? 
5 What does the man say about the spelling of'Google'? 

d Look at the photos. What are the two products called? Do you 
know why? 

-=" 

-· &; : ,;Jrpj

e Work in pairs A and B and read about the 
two products. B >- Communication p.104.

f A read about how the Kindle was named. 
Find answers to the questions below. 

1 Who named the product? 
2 What instructions did the company's 

founder give for choosing a name? 
3 What does the name mean? 
4 Why is the meaning appropriate? 

How was the 
K"rid e named? 

T
here were ebook readers before the 
Amazon Kindle, but the Kindle was 
the first to become popular around the 

world. Since it first appeared in 2007, millions of 1 
Kindles have been sold, and in fact Amazon now 
sells more ebooks than paper books. 

When it was time to give the Kindle a name, 
Amazon's founder, Jeff Bezos, asked Michael 
Cronan to try to think of one. Cronan, who was 
an American designer, also had a business that 
created names for companies and products. Bezos 
told him that he didn't want a high-tech name. 
Amazon's customers loved traditional paper 
books and Bezos didn't want to annoy them. 

Cronan and his wife talked a lot about 
reading, and about the warm, comfortable 
feelings people get from it. A lot of different 
names were considered, but he finally chose 
'kindle', which means 'to light a fire'. Cronan 
thought that this would remind people of the 
excitement they feel when they are enjoying 
their favourite book. The name was also 
inspired by a line from the French novelist 
Victor Hugo: 'to read is to light a fire'. 

g Tell B about how the Kindle was named, 
using questions 1-4 to help you. 

h Now B will tell you about how the iMac 
was named. 

i Talk to a partner. 

1 What are some well-known brand names 
from your country? Do you know where 
the names came from? 

2 What's the name of the brand and model of 
your computer, car, or phone? Why do you 
think they were given those names? 

3 Can you think of a product name which you 
think is very clever? Why? Do you know one 
which doesn't suit the product well? 

--------------------------------- ----



7 GRAMMAR pronouns

a Look at the sentences from the texts in 6. What do the 
pronouns in bold refer to? 

I Bezos told him that he didn't want a hi[jh-tech name. 

2 Amazon's customers loved traditional paper books and 
Bezos didn't want to annoy them.

3 Jobs asked Se[jall for a new name that had 'Mac' or 
'Macintosh' in it.

4 A Jew days after comin[j up with the name, Se[jall went to 
Jobs and SU[j[jested it to him.

b ),- p.132 Gramma r  Bank lA. Learn more about 
pronouns and practise them. 

c 1 9>)) Listen and change the word order in the sentence. 
Change the direct object to it or them. 

>)) Give me the book. >)) Give her the shoes.
0,ive it to me. 0,ive them to her.

d Think of a couple you know well (friends or family). 
Tell your partner about them and try to get all of the 
pronouns right. Give the information below, and 
anything else you know about them. 

names jobs how they met pets children 
appearance personality 

I'm going to tell you about my neighbours. His name is f.1ario
and hers is Sara. She's a writer and he's an accountant. They

haven't got any children but they have a dog. Its name is Beppo ...

8 SPEAKING 

a Read about three new products. Would you like to buy 
them? Why (not)? 

b In pairs or groups, talk about what would make a good 
name for the products. Think about: 

• the name's meaning, sound, and length

• things that the name could remind people of

• how you want people to feel about the product

• how easy the name would be to pronounce

• the names of similar products

c Make a list of possible names with your partner or group. 

The car The exercise machine The translation app 

. This amazing new car does all the driving for you while 
you read, relax, have a snack, or even have a nap! It's had 
zero accidents in thousands of hours of testing. 
Target customers: Busy families, workers with long commutes 

j) Making suggestions
What about...?
How about...?

Accepting 
That's a great idea.
Yes, let's call it that.

This exciting 
exercise machine 
works nine major 
muscle groups 
and gets your heart 
working in just 
a few minutes. 
Target customers: 
Men aged 18-30 

What do you think about...?
We could call it...

Rejecting 
I think it's too ...
That's not bad, but. ..

d Decide on the best name for each product, and think 
about the reasons why the names are right. 

e Present your best name to another pair or group. 

( �� suggest the name ... for the car.

�a perfect name because ... 

4iittttt1 ·-
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G possessives 
V shops and services 
P 's; linking 

1 VOCABULARY shops and services 

a Look at the photos. Do you usually buy these things ... ? 

• online

• in a small local shop

• in a supermarket, hypermarket, or department store

• in another way

b > p.154 Vocabulary Bank Shops and services. 

c Talk to a partner. What's the difference between ... ? 

a DIY store and a hypermarket 

2 a stationer's and a newsagent's 

3 a dry cleaner's and a launderette 

4 an estate agent's and a travel agent's 

5 'the shop's closing' and 'the shop's closing down' 

Ata 

small shop 
a friend of mine 
recommende

� 

� SKYFALL 
� /)!)'/ -

< 
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2 LISTENING & SPEAKING 

a Look at the photos. Do you see similar 
sights in any areas of your town? 

b Read the article about high streets in the 
UK. Why have they changed so much? What 
are some towns trying to do? 

Can anyone save the 
British high street? 

T
he high street was once the heart 
of communities across the UK. The 
butcher's, baker's, and greengrocer's 

were all there, run by locals who knew their 
customers by name. 

But today one in seven high street shops 
has closed down, or has been replaced by a 
cafe or a beauty salon, as shoppers drive to 
out-of-town hypermarkets or malls, or buy 
online. The recession doesn't help either. In 
the worst-hit towns, more than one-third of 
the small high street shops have disappeared. 

To try to save their high streets, some towns 
now offer free parking nearby. Others plan to 
have live music and theatre performances in 
the town centre, and others are encouraging 
small businesses to move into empty shop 
spaces and open 'pop-up shops' (quirky, 
interesting shops that close or change after 
a few weeks). The towns are hopeful, but 
are these efforts too little, too late? 

,;1, 

c fl140 l)) Listen to four people talk about their local shopping street. 
Who is most optimistic about the situation of small shops? 

d Listen again and complete the chart. 

Harry Kate Ken Bea 

1 Where do you live? 

2 What shops are 
there near you? 

3 What's happening 
to small shops in 
your area? Why ? 
Do you think this is a 
good or bad thing? 

e Interview a partner with the questionnaire below. 

My local shops 
1 What kinds of shops are there near where you live? 
2 Do you go to them much? If not, where do you buy things? 
3 What shops have opened up or closed down near you? Are you 

pleased or sorry about it? 

''":'�,:, 

4 Are there any markets near you? Do you ever go to them? Do you 
have a favourite stall? 

5 What chain stores are there near you? (H&M, Zara, etc.) Do you 
shop there? How do you feel about them? Are they in competition 
with local shops? 

6 Are small shops in your country struggling? Do you think it's 
important to support them? Why (not)? 

m 
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possessives 

possessive 's 

1 That's Mark's jacket. lj4ll))
Have you seen Andrew's phone?
He's my sister's friend.

2 I asked Chris' advice. / I asked Chris's advice.
3 This is a photo of my parents' house.

That's the children's bedroom.
4 We spent the weekend at Paul's.

I went to my grandmother's yesterday.

1 We usually use possessive 's to show possession after the
names of people, animals, organizations: Have you seen the
dofl's lead? What do you think of the government's plans for 
education reform? 

2 If a name ends with -s, we make the possessive with 'or 's.
Both are pronounced/1z/.

3 Possessives are different for regular and irregular plurals.
• After a plural noun ending in -s, we make the possessive

with a final '(but no extras).
• After an irregular plural not ending in -s, we make the

possessive with 's.
4 We can use name/ person + 's to mean that person's house

or flat.
j) 's after two names

We saw Tom and Mary's parents. = Tom and Mary are
brother and sister. We saw the ir parents. 

a 

We saw Gill's and David's parents. = We saw Gill's parents
and we saw Davi d's parents. 

Complete the sentences with apostrophes (' ) where
necessary (possession or contraction).

Mark's brother works in a chemist's.
1 There are lots of expensive womens clothes shops

round here.
2 We went to James and Amandas party last night.
3 Thats the towns only bakers.
4 On Saturdays I often look round the shops.
5 Theres been a florists on that corner for years.
6 Two of my friends wives run small businesses from

home.
7 Shes going to spend a few nights at her parents ..
8 There are too many estate agents in this

neighbourhood.
9 Charles sisters both live in flats in the centre.

10 The towns only greengrocers closed down last year.

GRAMMAR BANK 

of to show possession
1 What's the name of the street where you live? 1)42l))

They sat atthe back of the bus.
I've found the top of the shampoo bottle.

2 That man over there is a friend of mine.
This is an interesting book of Sarah's.
Tell me about this plan of theirs.
Where's that husband of yours?

1 With other nouns (not people or animals), we often use of
2 We often use noun+ of+ possessive pronoun or name/

noun + 's after a / an or this / that, not 's.
own 

I'd love to have my own business. f1J43l))
That's my magazine-you can get your own.
Our town is going to get its own shopping centre.
Small bakers often sell their own bread and cakes.

We can use own after a possessive adjective for emphasis:

b @the correct  form.
W hat'� name of the str�/ the street's name where
you live?

I That's the car of my friend/ my friend's car over there.
2 He's 95 years old but he still does all his own/

all their own shopping.
3 I live in the flat at the buildin8's top / the top of the buildinB.
4 I quite like supermarket pizza but I prefer to make

my own / mine own.
5 I can't remember the name of the book/ the book's name.
6 A W ho's Sarah?

B She's my husband's sister/ my sister's husband.
7 Every Christmas we go to my wife's parents '/

my wife's parent's. 
8 I've known him for years - he's a very good my friend /

friend of mine. 
9 Not many people live in the centre of London/

London's centre. 
10 I'm always really tired at the day's end / the end of the day.
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3A 
past simple, past continuous, or used to?

Revise the basics 

past simple 

I When I was young I loved playing outside. 
2 We didn't live in a big city. 
3 Where did you go to school? 

past continuous 

4 I was watching TV when you arrived. 
5 She wasn't studying when I called her. 
6 What were you doing at 9.00 this morning? 

used to 

7 He used to have long hair. 
8 They didn't use to live in London. 
9 What music did you use to like when you were young? 

past simple and past continuous 

I saw him two minutes ago. f21 3>)) 
Humans didn't live in cities until about 8,000 years ago. 
Where did you grow up?

2 What were you doing at 7.00 this morning? 
He was texting a friend when the accident happened.
Sorry, what did you say? I wasn't listening.

a @the correct form of the verb. Tick .I if both are 
possible. 

<rat I was wowing up in a little village. 
I They were having / used to have dinner when I phoned / 

was phoning them. 
2 W hen we were young our parents took/ used to take us 

to the beach every weekend. 
3 She was still having / still had breakfast when the taxi 

arrived/ used to arrive. 

4 Did your brother teach/ Was your brother teaching you 
to play the guitar when you were young? 

5 W hen I was younger I used to love / was loving helping 
my mum cook. 

6 He had / used to have a beard when he was / was being
at university. 

7 We used to spend/ were spending all day playing 
together when we were children. 

8 He was using / used his mobile when the accident 
happened / was happening.

9 We didn't go/ didn't use to go abroad last year. 
10 They didn't use to have / weren't having a car when 

I knew / was knowing them. 

I We use the past simple for finished past actions or states 
(when we say, ask, or know when they happened). We can use 
the past simple for things which happened at any time in the 
past -very recently, or a long time ago. The important thing is 
that we see them as finished. 

>- For irregular past simple verbs see Irregular verbs p.165. 

2 We use the past continuous: 
• to talk about an action in progress at a specific time in the past.
• to describe a past action which was interrupted by another

action (expressed in the past simple). 

used to 

I We used to live in Rome. 2 4>)) 
I used to have very long hair. 

2 I often went to the cinema when I lived in London. 
He never wore a suit and tie when he was a student.

1 We use used to (not the past continuous) to describe a habit or 
state that was true for a significant period in the past, and that 
has now finished. 
• We don't say We used to live in Rome if:

- we only lived in Rome for a short period of time,
e.g. three weeks ( = We lived in Rome for three weeks).

-we still live in Rome. ( = We've lived/ We've been livina in
Rome for the last three years).

2 We can also often use the past simple with an adverb of 
frequency instead of used to.

b Are the highlighted forms right .I or wrong X? Correct 
the wrong ones. 
W here did you use to go on holiday last year? 1

Where did you go on holiday last year? 

1 This time last week I was sitting on a beach. 
2 W hen did they use to get married? 
3 I usecl to find it very hard to get a job when I left 

university. 
4 We used to ove going to concerts when we were 

students. 
5 Were you seeing anything good on TV last night? 
6 My brother and I didn't use to get on very well when 

we were young. 
7 He was never studying much at school. 
8 W here did you grow up? 
9 Sorry, I didn't hear what you said, I listened to the radio. 

IO We were moving to Manchester when my father got a 
job there. 

;Jjb�:;;�"t 
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r:f,/J prepositions s.S�w 
prepositions of place 

• • 

She sat in the square and watched the tourists. 
There's a box under your bed. 
You'll find some cash inside my purse. 
The cups are on that shelf there. 
There's a man standing in front of the gate. 

2; 20))) 

• Prepositions that describe place, like in and on, have an
independent meaning. They can be used with different verbs
and places and the meaning doesn't change.

prepositions of movement 

They flew over the city. 
He ran across the road. 
He walked through the door. 
Go along the street, past the supermarket. 
Don't run down the steps. You'll fall. 

f2; 21 l)) 

,. 

• Prepositions that describe movement, like over and throuBh,
have an independent meaning. They can be used with
different verbs of movement and the meaning doesn't change.

a Complete the story with the correct prepositions. 

across onto under into OOWft off towards 
next to round on between in along 

The mouse ran down the stairs, 1 ____ the corridor, 
and 2 ____ the kitchen. It jumped 3 the table, 
and ran 4 

____ the salt and pepper and 5 
___ _ 

the coffee pot. There was some cheese 6 ____ a plate. 
The mouse stole a piece, jumped 7 

____ the table, and 
disappeared 8 ____ the door. Theri it ran 9 ___ _ 

the garden and stopped 10 ____ the gate. But 
unfortunately two cats were hiding 11 ____ the grass, 
and they started to creep 12 ____ the mouse ... 

GRAMMAR BANK 

dependent prepositions after verbs and adjectives 

1 We waited for the film to start. 2 22>)) 
They all laughed at me. 

2 I'm worried about my camera - the flash isn't working. 
She's interested in astrology. 

3 He's good at spending other people's money. · 
She believes in taking lots of pictures and then choosing 
the best. 

1 Some verbs are always followed by the same preposition. 
2 Some adjectives are always followed by the same preposition. 
3 If there is a verb after the preposition, we use the -inB form, 

not the infinitive. 

p The verbs ask, discuss, enter, marry, and tell have no
preposition, e.g. 
I asked Jack for directions. NOT asked to 
We discussed the situation. NOT discussed a/Jout 
The police officers entered the building. NOT efltered if'l 
She married her personal trainer. NOT fflBFFied wit/9 
The photographer told everyone to smile. NOT t6ld-to 

> For a list of prepositions after verbs and adjectives
see p.164.

b Complete the sentences with the correct preposition. 

She paid fer. my flight home. 
1 I'm tired ____ all this work - I'm ready ___ _ 

a holiday! 
2 I'm not looking forward ____ apologizing 

____ what happened. 
3 He's very proud ____ his new camera. 
4 Mum! Josh won't share his sweets ____ me! 
5 You can't always rely ____ the trains here 

- they're often late.
6 What are you talking ____ ? 
7 The pilot told us not to worry ____ the turbulence. 
8 Who's responsible ____ updating the website? 
9 There's no point arguing ____ it now - let's wait 

____ the boss to get here. 
10 I'm interested ____ photography, but I'm not very 

good ____ taking photographs! 



-

BA 
have something done 

I'm having my hair cut tomorrow. 4 29 >)) 
She has her house repainted every year. 
We've had a new bathroom put in. 
You ought to have your roof repaired. 
How often do you have your car serviced? 
I don't have the flat cleaned, I clean it myself. 
The flat was in good condition, so we didn't have it redecorated. 
When did you have those photos taken? 

• We use have+ object+ past participle when we arrange (and usually pay ) for someone
to do something for us, either because we can't or don't want to do it ourselves. Compare:
I cleaned my car yesterday. ( = I did it myself.) I had my car cleaned yesterday. ( = I paid someone to clean it for me.) 

• We can use have something done in any tense and with modal verbs.
• Have is the main verb, and is stressed. We use auxiliary verbs (do, did, etc.) to make questions and negatives.
• If we want to say who did the work, we use by, e.g. 

We had our wedding photos taken by the same photos1'apher you used.
I had the central heating checked by B1'itish Gas.

a Put the words in the correct order 
to make sentences. 

I ... my hair had yesterday cut 
I had my hair cut yesterday. 

1 Have ... eyes your tested had ever 
you ? 

2 We ... to repaired don't have roof 
the need 

3 I. .. never whitened teeth have 
my would 

4 She ... hair to dyed not advised 
my me have 

S It's ... expensive the to have too 
replaced carpets 

6 He's ... professionally have to 
passport his taken going photo 

7 My ... faces at children had 
festival the their painted 

8 We ... have need oil to checked the 
9 I ... while shopping had cleaned 

my was doing car I the 
10 I ... have before legs going want 

waxed holiday on to my 

b Write sentences about the people. 

He / hair / cut He's havinB his hair cut. 

1 She / need / car / service 
2 He / front door / replace 
3 He / new battery / put in 
4 They / should / windows / clean 

5 She / ought to / eyes / check 
6 He / not want / photo / take 
7 She / p ortrait / paint 
8 He / want / suit / dry clean 



Television 

1 TV AND 

PHRASAL VERBS 

a Label the picture with words 
from the list. 

remote (con!IQD /n'm;:iut (k;:in'trnul)/ 
screen /skri:n/ stand /strend/ 
speakers /'spi:kn/ 

- .
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QJ 

-

b Complete the sentences with 
a phrasal verb from the list. 

be on /bi: on/ 
switch over /sw1tf ';iuv;:i/ 
turn down /t3:n 'daun/ 
turn off /t3:n 'of/ 
turn on /t3:n 'nn/ 
turn up /t3:n 'Apl 

1 Please ___ the TV = press 
a button to start it working 
(also switch on) 

2 Please ___ the TV = press 
a button to stop it working 
(also switch off) 

3 Please ___ the TV= make 
the volume louder 

4 Please ___ the TV= make 
the volume quieter 

5 The programme ___ now 
= it is being shown on TV now 

6 Let's to another channel 
= press a button to move to 
another channel 

c 3 3 >)) Listen and check your 
answers to a and b. 

VOCABULARY BANK 

2 TYPES OF PROGRAMME 

a Match the TV screens with the types of programmes. 

cartoons /ka:'tu:nz/ 
(or animation /rem'mer.fn/) 
chat shows /'tf ret Jwz/ 
commercials /k;:i'm3:flz/ 
(or adverts /'redv3:ts/) 
cookery programmes /'kubri 'pr;:iugrremz/ 
current affairs J2[Qgrammes 
/'kAr;:int ;:i'fe;:iz 'pr;;iogrremz/ 
documentaries /dokju'mentriz/ 

b 3 4>)) Listen and check. 

c Answer the questions with a partner. 

drama series /'dro:m;:i 's1;:iri:z/ 
live sport /lat v 'sp::i:t/ 
�riod dramas /'p1;:iri;:id 'dro:m;:iz/ 
quiz shows /'kw1z J;:iu/ 
re�lity shows /ri'rel;:it i J";;,uz/ 
sitcoms /'s1tkomz/ 

1 soaps /s;:iups/ 
the news /o;:i nju:z/ 
the weather forecast /'weo;:i 'b:ka:st/ 

1 What kind of programmes do you usually watch? 
2 What do you never watch? 
3 What's your favourite television programme of all time? 

What kind of programme was / is it? 
4 What's the worst programme you have ever seen? 

�p.44 ;J;b
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At a restaurant 

1 THINGS ON THE TABLE 

a Match the words and pictures. 

bowl/baul/ 
corkscrew /'b:kskru:/ 
cup lkApl 
fork /fo:k/ 
glass /gla:s/ 
jug /d3Ag/ 
knife /na1f/ 
muglmAg/ 
lliiPkin /'mepkrn/ 
(also serviette /s3:vi'et/) 
oil and vinegar h1l ren 'vm1ga/ 
plate /plert/ 
salt and �pper /solt ren 'pcpa/ 
saucer /'s':J:sa/ 
serving dish /'s3:vuJ drj, 
spoon /spu:n/ 
tablecloth /'tc1blklo0/ 
teapot /'ti:pot/ 
teaspoon /'t i:spu:n/ 
tray /tre1/ 

1 juice bottle /'d3u:s botl/ 

b e3 40))) Listen and check. 

p Plate, dish, meal, and course

plate= a round flat object that you 
put food on when you eat it. 
dish = 1 a flat container for serving food 
from; 2 food prepared in a particular way, 
e.g. the dish of the day, a vegetarian dish.

meal= an occasion when people eat food, 
e.g. lunch, breakfast, dinner.
course= a separate part of a meal,
e.g. the main course, a four-course meal.

c What would you expect to find on a restaurant table in your country? 
What do you put on the table when you lay it for lunch or dinner? 

2 THINGS PEOPLE DO IN RESTAURANTS 

a Match the verb phrases and pictures. 

waiters 

lay the table 
(opp. clear) 

take an order 
recommend a dish 
carry a tray 
serve a table 
pour the juice 

b 3 41 l)) Listen and check. 

-< p.60 

customers 

book a table 
order food 
try the juice 
send something back 
ask for the bi ll 
leave a tip 

VOCABULARY BANK 

-



Consonant sounds� 

usual spelling ! but also

p plate packet 
adaptor trip 

pp opposite apply 

b bulb bin bag 
probably tub 

bb rubbish robbed 

C comb score chemist's scholarship 
k keep trekking qualifications account 
ck brick padlock 

g greengrocer's guidebook 
forgetful vinegar 

gg aggressive luggage 

f norist's safari enough laugh 
ph pharmacy photography 

di ff affairs 

V valley vacancy of 
travel envious 
CV shave 

t tutor teapot asked passed 
stick stare 

tt batteries bottle 

d drill handle planted bored 
comedy hairdryer 

dd addictive middle 

s swimsuit likes science scene 
ss bossy dissertation cycle 
ce/ci fence cinema 

z quiz razor 
s easy newsagent's 

loves reuse 

sh shop toothbrush sugar sure 
childish cash machine chef 

ti(+ vowel) 
ambitious stationer's 

shower ci (+ vowel) delicious facial 

An unusual sound. 
revision decision massage u, L1ally 

television www.Zaba 1Book.com 

Q voiced Q unvoiced

witch 

singer 

SOUND BANK 

usual spelling ! but also

th 

th 

ch 
tch 
t(+ure) 

j 
g 
dge 

1 

11 

r 

rr 

w 

wh 

y 

beforeu 

m 

mm 

n 

nn 

ng 

beforek 

h 

throw rethink 
thread path tablecloth 
maths toothpaste 

the that 
with weather 
sunbathe together 

chat chicken 
stretch match 
lecture future 

jeweller's pyjamas 
dangerous package 
hedge bridge 

lay lucky 
until reliable 
skill rebellious 

result referee 
profitable story 
current carry 

war waste 
webinar switch 
whistle which 

yet yellow 
yoga yourself 
university argue 

memory stream 
mountain moody 
hammer swimming 

needle pond 
,intern barn 
spinning thinner 

unpacking flying 
string bring 
thanks pink 

hill hiking 
behind farmhouse 
unhappy perhaps 

written 
wrong 

one once 
DIY 

lamb 
climb 

knife 
know 

who 
whose 
whole 

-
j 
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1 READING & VOCABULARY 

a Read the text once. W hat are the three main 
reasons the article gives for why people want to 
change their names? 

b Read the text again and mark the sentences 
T (true) or F (false). 

1 More people change their names today than 
in the past. 

2 Elton John changed his name because it 
wasn't very masculine. 

3 Elle Macpherson changed her name because 
it wasn't very fashionable. 

4 Some ordinary people change their names to 
the name of a celebrity. 

5 The name 'Amy Winehouse' is more popular 
than the name 'Wayne Rooney'. 

_I_

6 Shaun McCormack is happy with his new name._ 

7 Not everybody changes their name in search 
of fame. 

8 Wafah Dufour changed her name because 
she separated from her husband. 

9 A deed poll is an official document that says 
you have changed your name. 

10 British people have to pay a lot of money to 
change their names. 

I call everyone 'Darling' because I can't remember their names. 

Zsa Zsa Gabor, American actress 

DON'T LIKE YOUR NAME? 

THEN CHANGE IT! 

These days, more and more people are changing their names. 

Last year in the UK, around 58,000 people decided that they 

wanted a different one. So why do people make this choice, and 

how easy is it to do so? 

Celebrities change their names because they need to create a 

new image for themselves. In the past. male actors needed to 

have a masculine name, which is why Marion Robert Morrison 

chose to call himself John Wayne. Singers look for a name that 

their fans will remember, which explains why Reginald Kenneth 

Dwight decided to become Elton John. In the world of fashion, 

Eleanor Nancy Gow did not become successful until she changed 

her name to something more stylish: Elle Macpherson. 

However, it is not only the famous who seek to change their name. 

Today, ordinary people do it too, and some of them do it for fun . 

They often find inspiration in their favourite singers or sporting 

heroes. In the past few years. 30 men have changed their names to 

Michael Jackson, 15 more to Wayne Rooney, and five women have 

become Amy Winehouse. But you have to feel sorry for Liverpool 

fan Shaun McCormack who changed his name to Fernando Torres 

six months before the Spanish footballer moved to a different club. 

Other people have more serious reasons for changing their names. 

In many cases, they want to have more privacy, so they choose a 

name that will not stand out. John Smith is the most popular of 

these names, and recently, over 300 people have chosen it. Women 

who separate from their husbands often want to change their 

children·s surnames to their own. Others want to escape the past 

or unwanted connection. After the events of 11 September 2001. 

US-born model Wafah Dufour took her mother's maiden name 

because she did not want to be associated with her uncle. His name 

was Osama bin Laden. 

So how do you go about changing your name? In the UK, it 

is easy because no one is legally obliged to use the name on 

their birth certificate. However, if you want to change your name 

on your bank account or on official documents, you need proof. 

The proof can be a letter from a responsible person. such as a 

doctor, a public announcement in a local newspaper, or an official 

document called a deed poll. Deed pons are available free of 

charge on the internet, although some people prefer to pay a 

solicitor to help them with the papers. 

The fixation with changing one's name shows no sign of slowing 

down, and there will probably be more Wayne Rooneys by this 

time next year. But whichever celebrity is popular at the time, their 

name will never be a match for the latest group of John Smiths. 



c Match the highlighted words and expressions in 
the text to the definitions below: 

change the general impression of yourself that 
you give to other people create a new image

2 start trying to do something ___ _ 
3 information that shows that something is true 

4 try to do something ___ _ 
5 be easily seen or noticed 
6 a lawyer who prepares legal documents 

7 not seriously ___ _ 
8 the official document that states the date and 

place where you were born 
9 feel sadness or pity for someone ___ _ 

10 a woman's family name before she gets married 

PRONUNCIATION vowel sounds 

a Write the names in the chart. 

Mele Alex Bill Chris Emily Eve James Joe 
Kate Leo Mike Paula Ryan Sam Sean Sophie 

1 2 3 

' 
4 

r::..v� � 
� '•

lerv ��:e1 1! '::l:3n-� -=- (,'.:� 

Adele 

5 6 7 8 
If �.11� -·, 
( . 

r 

�:iu 
�i ha1� -·� \ 

\., __ •!J 11 6.n, ' \.. "=------:;1 I

b �I Listen and check. Then listen again and 
repeat the names. 

GRAMMAR pronouns 

a Right (.I) or wrong (X)? Correct the mistakes in the 
highlighted phrases. 

I My wife and I are having a baby girl. We're going ro 
call her Eloise . [Z] 

2 I'd like you to meet my new friend. Her name's Tom. 0 
His name's Tom. 

3 Do you know where my keys are? I can't find their . D 

4 I'm staying at my sister's house when I'm in the UK. 
I always stay with her. D 

5 We aren't going to Emma and Ian's wedding. They 
haven't invited ours. D 

6 Can I borrow your book, please? I can't find the mine. D

7 We go everywhere by public transport. The bus stops 
right outside our house . D 

8 I've got two nieces. Her names are Sarah and Laura. D

9 My car hasn't got any petrol. Let's take your. D 

10 It's my dad's birthday tomorrow. I mustn't forget to call him. D

b Order the words to make sentences. 

I has/ present/ bought/ His/ him/ a/ friend/ surprise 
His gir£friend has bought him a surprise present. 

2 parents / us / names / gave /very/ My / unusual 

3 friend/ tonight/ me/ is/ A/ dinner/ cooking/ for 

4 is/ weekend/ the/ going/ us/ apartment/ Our/ to/ 
neighbour/ lend / his / for 

5 is/ dress/ making/ Becky's/ a/ her/ party/ mum/ for 

6 to/ sell/ car/ to/ I'm/ my/ neighbour/ old/ going/ a 

7 lot/ writes/ letters/ of/ friends/ My/ a/ to/ dad/ old/ his 

8 box / gave / a/ of/ the / chocolates / We / hosts 

-



c Complete the dialogues. Change the word order in the 
answer and use pronouns for the direct and indirect 
objects. 

1 A 
B 

2 A 
B 

3 A 
B 

4 A 
B 

5 A 
B 

6 A 

B 
7 A 

B 
8 A 

B 

Who cooks your grandfather his lunch? 
My aunt cooks it for him." 

Who sent Sophie those flowers? 
Her husband ______ _ 
Who is reading the children the story? 
Their grandmother ______ _ 
Who lent your brother the money? 
My parents ______ _ 
Who found you your flat? 
A colleague ______ _ 
Who brought you and your brothers and sisters 
those presents? 
Our grandparents ______ _ 
Who is going to buy your friend a car? 
Her father ______ _ 
Who showed you the email? 
My best friend ______ _ 

4 LISTENING 

a Match the logos with the company's description. 

GIZMODO 
manufacturer of 

construction vehicles 

social networking 
site 

design and 
tecL.Jology blog 

b �� Listen to a radio programme where a guest
i�g advice on how to name a company. Answer 
the questions with the company names in a. 

Which company's name? 
1 is the right length ___ _ 
2 is a word you can't find in the dictionary ___ _ 
3 has a story behind it ___ _ 

c Listen again and complete the sentences. Use one word 
in each space. 

1 Good company names often have ____ syllables. 
2 To choose a name, you first have to ____ ideas. 
3 Then you should wait for at least a ___ _ 
4 The best names are the names you ___ _ 
5 Another idea is to ____ a new word. 
6 You can also change the ____ of a word in the 

dictionary. 
7 A caterpillar is a small ___ _ 
8 Somebody thought that the new tractor ___ _ 

like a caterpillar. 
9 The name 'Caterpillar' shows that you can find __ _ 

anywhere. 

d Listen again with the audio script on p.69 and try to 
guess the meaning of any words you don't know. Then 
check in your dictionary. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn the words and phrases. 

full name /ful ne1m/ 
nickname /'mkne1m/ 
be named after /bi ne1md 'a:f tJ/ 
initials II'mflz/ 
brand name /'brrend ne,m/ 
common /'komJn/ 
old-fashioned /,:,:Id 'fref;)nd/ 
celebrity /sJ'lebrJti/ 
suit (verb) /su:t/ 
for instance /b: 'mst;ms/ 



Man needs colour to live. It's just as necessary an element as fire or water. 

1 VOCABULARY adjective suffixes 

a Make adjectives from the nouns and verbs in the list,
and complete the sentences.
ambitioA boss cheer create glamour 
possess power rely self social 

1 Jack is extremely ambitious . He'd like to be the
company director.

2 My colleague is really . She's always telling
me what to do.

3 Dave's friend is very . She doesn't let
him talk to other girls.

4 My sister is always . She looks happy all
the time.

5 Jane's husband is really . He only ever
thinks of himself.

6 My best friend is very . She's always there
when I need her.

7 Mike is really . He enjoys being with other
people.

8 My brother's wife is very . She looks like
an actress!

9 He's a very ____ businessman. He has a lot of
influence over other people.

10 Anna is really ____ . She's made some
wonderful sculptures.

b Complete the text with the adjective form of the words
in brackets. In some cases, you may need to add a 
negative prefix (un-) as well as a suffix to the word.

In the past, very few people ate at the restaurant 
on the corner of my road because it was dark and 
1 dirty (dirt) inside. It was also very 2 ___ _
(noise) because the owner liked loud music. In the 
end, it closed down because it was 3 ___ _ 
(profit). Last year, the restaurant changed hands and 
now it is 4 ____ (recognize). The new owner has
painted the walls yellow, so it looks cleaner and 
much more 5 ____ (space). He has bought 
new tables and chairs, which are more 6 ___ _ 
(comfort) than the old ones, and he has also changed 
the menu. The old menu was full of7 ___ _ 
(health) fast food like burgers and chips, but now 
they serve 8 ____ (impress) three-course 
meals. We often go there for Sunday lunch, because 
the food is quite 9 ____ (afford). 

Fernand Leger, French painter, sculptor, and film maker 

www.ZabanBook.com 
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2 PRONUNCIATION word stress 

a Underline the stress on the words. Then write them in
the correct column in the table.
aeti-ve adldicltive aglgreslsive delsirlable 
enlvilous inlexlpenlsive irlrelsponlsible relbelllilous 
senslible styllish unlatltracltive unlsuclcesslful 

Stress on Stress on Stress on 

first syllable second syllable third syllable 

active 

b � Listen and check. Then listen and repeat
t e adjectives.

3 GRAMMAR adjectives 

a Right (I') or wrong (X)? Correct the incorrect phrases.
1 Blue eyes are less common than brown eyes. IZJ 
2 I like the hat purple best . the purple hat best 0 
3 Your glasses are more stylish that mine . D 

4 She bought two differents jackets in the sale. D 

5 Silver isn't as expensive than gold. D 

6 My best friend is the more reliable person I know. D

7 Your hair is more dark than mine . D

8 My aunt wears clothes very colourful . D

9 These are the most comfortable jeans I've ever bought. D

10 Yellow is popularer than red this season. D

-



-
I 

b Complete the dialogue with one or ones where 
neccessary. 

1 A Which is your coat? 

B The red one

2 A Which biscuits shall I get? 

B The chocolate ____ . They are my favourite. 

3 A Shall I use brown or white bread for the 
sandwiches? 

B Brown ____ . There isn't any white left. 

4 A Where's your car? 

B Over there. It's the green ___ _ 

5 A Do you prefer Chinese or Indian food? 

B Indian ____ . I love really spicy food. 

6 A Which earrings do you like best? 

B The gold ___ . They look great. 

c Complete the sentences with the correct comparative 
or superlative form of the adjectives. In some cases, 
more than one answer may be possible. 

1 Michelle is the quietest person in our office. (quiet) 

2 I was _____ than my husband by our 
daughter's new haircut. (shocked) 

3 My friend's new friend is the _____ person 
I know. (stupid) 

4 The person who is _____ about the birth is the 
baby's grandmother. (thrilled) 

5 My sister is _____ than me. (clever) 

6 I'm _____ in class this year than I was last 
year. (bored) 

7 I've never been _____ than when I bought my 
first flat. (stressed) 

d Complete the sentences with much or a bit+ the 
comparative form of an adjective from the list. 

assertive good polite short spacious 

1 His friend is much more assertive than he is. 
She really says what she thinks. 

2 I'm ______ than my brother. He's 1.82m and 
I'm 1.80m. 

3 My children are ______ than my sister's. 
Hers never even say 'please' or 'thank you'. 

4 I'm feeling ______ than yesterday, but I don't 
think I'll be able to go back to work till next week at the 
earliest. 

5 My flat is ______ than the old one. It's 80m2, 
and the old one was 70m 2• 

4 READING 

a Read the text and complete it with the missing headings. 

A WHAT RESULTS CAN YOU EXPECT? 

B WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM IT? 

c IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT IT 

WORKS? 

B WHAT IS IT! 

E WHERE DID IT ORIGINATE?

b Read the text again and choose a, b, or c. 

1 Experts think that colour therapy ... 

a is good for patients' minds and bodies. 

b helps people who are under a lot of pressure. 

c should only be done in one way. 

2 According to Ingrid Collins, colour therapy can make 
people feel ... 

a hungrier. 

b less moody. 

c more active. 

3 Dr Max Liischer used colour therapy to treat his 
patients' ... 

a medical problems. 

b psychological problems. 

c family problems. 

4 June McLeod thinks that colour therapy ... 

a should only be used by certain people. 

b can be used by people of all ages. 

c shouldn't be used by very ill people. 

5 In general, colour therapy makes people feel ... 

a more assertive. 

b less aggressive. 

c more ambitious. 

c Match the highlighted words in the text to the 
definitions below. 

1 small electric lamps that you hold in your 
hand torches 

2 showed ___ _ 

3 working at the same time or speed ___ _ 

4 a meeting with somebody to get advice ___ _ 

5 sad, depressed ___ _ 

6 helps something to develop ___ _ 

7 ill people ___ _ 

8 something that is done to make somebody look 
good or feel better ___ _ 

9 the smallest units of living matter that can exist 
on it's own ___ _ 

10 long rolls of a kind of paper with writing on them 



Up to half of the food bought in British 

supermarkets ends up in the bin, 

according to a new report. This amounts 

to a staggering seven million tons of food 

per year, worth around £10 billion. The 

report, entitled Global food: waste not, 

want not, was compiled by the Institution 

of Mechanical Engineers. 1 ____ _

That means that many families will 

throw away up to £24,000 worth of food 

during their lifetime, despite much of it 

being perfectly edible. Of the food that 

is binned, £1 billion worth is still within its 

sell-by date and good enough to eat. 

The author of the report, Dr Tim Fox, 

places some of the blame for the waste 

on the consumer culture that exists in the 

UK. He believes that people have lost the 

sense of the value of food. 2 ____ _

Instead, they prefer to do a weekly shop at 

one of the many huge supermarkets that 

have opened in the last decade. Today, the 

average British family spends only 11 per 

cent of its budget on food, the report 

found. Dr Fox explains that because 

people undervalue the food they buy, they 

do not think twice about throwing it away. 

According to Dr Fox, the supermarkets 

themselves are also partly responsible 

for the waste. This is because they often 

have special offers, such as 'Buy One, Get 

One Free·. 3 _____ The products

are taken home, put away in a cupboard 

or in the fridge, and then forgotten about. 

Many of these items are near their sell

by date, and it isn't unusual for them to 

go off before they are eaten. The report 

suggests that it is often these cheaper 

products that people throw away. 

It is not only food from the 

supermarket that goes to waste. About 

30 per cent of the fruit and vegetables 

grown in the UK never even make it 

to the supermarket shelves. This is 

because of the strict marketing rules 

in the country, which require fruit and 

veg to be a certain shape, size, and 

weight. 4 _____ Dr Fox estimates

that between this agricultural waste 

and the fresh products thrown away by 

consumers, up to three quarters of the 

fruit and vegetables grown in Britain 

are never actually eaten. 

Unfortunately, this colossal 

waste does not only occur in the 

UK. The situation remains the same 

across the globe, with around half 

of all food produced lost to waste. 
5 _____ That would be more

than enough to feed all of the people 

in the world who are starving. 

b Read the complete text again. Choose the right answer. 

Every year, the average British family throws away food worth ... 

a hundreds of pounds. 

c Match the highlighted words and 
phrases in the text to the definitions 
below. 

b thousands of pounds. 

c billions of pounds. 

2 People throw away so much food because ... 

a they don't eat as much as they used to. 

b they go shopping more often than before. 

c they don't consider food to be important. 

3 Discounted products often end up in the bin because ... 

a customers buy more of them than they need. 

b customers don't really want them. 

c customers prefer better quality goods. 

4 A lot of fruit and vegetables are wasted because ... 

a consumers don't like the taste. 

b farmers don't have time to collect all the products. 

c shops aren't allowed to sell them. 

5 Compared to the UK, other countries throw away ... 

a less food. 

b the same amount of food. 

c more food. 

I thrown away ____ _ 

2 deals that sell goods at a lower price 
than usual ____ _ 

3 extremely large ____ _ 

4 good or safe to eat ____ _ 

5 become too old to eat ____ _ 

6 extremely hungry ____ _ 

7 the form of something 

8 plan of how to spend money over a 
period of time ____ _ 

9 give something too little importance 

-



4 GRAMMAR future forms: will I shall and 

going to 

-

a �the correct future form. Tick (.I) if both forms 
are possible. 

1 Could you take the rubbish out now? I think it's 
raininB �this evening. 

2 We're flyinB f We're BoinB to fly home on Saturday. 
Our flight leaves at 9 p.m. ..L 

3 It's too late to call them now. I'll call / I call them in 
the morning. 

4 What shall we do/ will we do with our old sofa? 
5 Why don't you give away your riding boots? You're 

never BoinB to wear/ You'll never wear them again. 
6 Trust me. I won't tell/ I'm not tellinB anyone. 
7 Sit down. I'm makinB f I'll make you a cup of tea. 
8 My sister is BettinB married/ is BOinB to Bet married 

in the spring. 
9 Don't leave the butter out in this heat. It'll melt/ 

It's meltinB. 
10 Thanks for the lovely meal. Will I clear / Shall I clear 

the table? 

b Complete the dialogue with the correct form of will / 
shall or BoinB to. Sometimes more than one answer is 
possible. 

A Hi Clare. Thanks for coming round to help. 
B No problem. When 1 are you going to move

(you move) to your new house? 
A Next Saturday. I've got a week to pack everything up. 
B Right. So, where 2 ____ (we start)? 
A I thought we could do the garage today. Wait there 

while 3 ____ (I move) the car. 
B Have you got any boxes? 
A Yes, they're in the kitchen. 
B 4 

____ (I go) and get them for you. 
B Right. Let's start. 5 

____ (you take) that 
ladder with you? 

A No, 6 _____ (I not have) room for it. I'm moving 
to a flat. 7 ____ (1 give) the ladder to one of 
my neighbours. 8 ____ (he come round) on 
Tuesday or Wednesday to pick it up. 

B What about those old chairs. 9 ____ (you not 
have) room for those, either? 

A Good point. What 10 ____ (I do) with them? 
B Why don't you take them to the charity shop? Come 

on. 11 _____ (I help) you put them in the car. 
A Be careful. They're heavy. 
B Don't worry. 12 ____ (I not drop) them! 

5 LISTENING 

a �ffl1 You are going to listen to a radio 
programme about recycling around the world. Look 
at the list of countries. Which one do you think is the 
best at recycling? Which one is the worst? Listen and 
check your answers. 

Australia India South Africa Sweden 

b Listen again and complete the notes. 

Amount of Amount Recycled 
waste recycled products 

Australia 1 __ kg a third of paper and 
per person the total cardboard, plastic 
per year bottles, glass, 

2 

Sweden 3 __ kg 96% 4 

per person 
per year clothes, drinks 

containers 

India s __ kg a quarter 6 

per person of the newspapers, 
per year total electrical 

goods 

South 7 __ kg B % cans, paper, 
--

Africa per person glass, plastic 
per year 

c Listen again with the audio script on p.71 and try 
to guess the meaning of any words you don't know. 
Then check in your dictionary. 

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES 

Learn the words and phrases. 
scavenge /'skrevmd:;/ 
frozen /'fr;:iuzn/ 
feel guilty /fi:l 'g1lti/ 
local council 

/,l;:)ukl 'kaunsl/ 
the environment 

/oi m'vatr;)Offi;)Ot/ 

worthless /'w3:0l;)s/ 
melt down /,melt'daun/ 
second-hand 

/sebnd 'hrend/ 
chemicals /'kem1klz/ 



b Read the article again. Answer the questions 
with the letter of the paragraph. 

In which place ... 
1 did scientists work together to create 

something? 
2 do visitors have to do a lot of travelling? 
3 did scientists find the first humans? 
4 did a group of people decide to leave and 

travel to new places? 
5 are visitors not welcome? 
6 did one important civilization begin at the 

same time as another? 
7 were there problems because of too much 

rain? 
8 do visitors have to plan their trip carefully? 
9 did one man regret his actions later? 

c Match the highlighted words in the text to the 
definitions below. 

1 the parts of something that are left _ __ __ 
2 asking yourself ____ _ 
3 people or things that come before others in 

time ____ _ 
4 (of a river) begins to move ____ _ 
5 during the last part ____ _ 
6 when it rains a lot and the water in rivers comes 

out over the land ____ _ 
7 a narrow valley with steep sides that usually 

has a river running through it ____ _ 
8 (of water) moves continuously in one direction 

9 arms, e.g. guns, knives, etc. ____ _ 
10 not exactly, approximately ____ _ 

USEFUL WORDS 

AND PHRASES 

Learn the words and phrases. 

soldier /'s;;,u)d3;)/ 
bullet /'buht/ 
battlefield /'bretlfi:ld/ 
cannon /'kren;)n/ 
rifle /'ra1fl/ 
make it back (to base) /,me1k rt 'brek/ 
historical site /hr'stonkl sart/ 
tomb /tu:m/ 
be buried /bi 'berid/ 
be crowned /bi 'kraund/ 

5 LISTENING 

a Jroffi3:fflJ You are going to hear five people describing
Where they were at the time of five historical events. Match 
the speakers to the events. There is one event you do not 
need to use. 

Speaker 1 _ 
Speaker 2 _ 
Speaker 3 _ 
Speaker4 _ 
Speaker 5 _ 

A Assassination of John F. Kennedy 
B Moon Landing 
C End of Apartheid in South Africa 
D Indian Ocean Tsunami 
E Fall of the Berlin Wall 
F 9/11 Terrorist Attack 

b Listen again and complete the sentences. 

1 After the event, Speaker 1 noticed that ... 
a the car ferries had stopped running. 
b there were a lot of foreign visitors in his town. 
c the shops had closed earlier than usual. 

2 20 July 1969 is an important date for Speaker 2 because ... 
a his best friend got married. 
b she and her husband witnessed a big storm. 
c two memorable events happened. 

3 The event described by Speaker 3 happened ... 
a before his flight departed. 
b while his plane was in the air. 
c after he had landed. 

4 Speaker 4 found out about the event ... 
a during a phone call with her husband. 
b before she left for work. 
c when she arrived at school. 

5 Speaker 5 read about the event when ... 
a she was cooking lunch at home. 
b she was travelling to Thailand. 
c she was visiting family. 

c Listen again with the audio script on p.75 and try to 
guess the meaning of any words that you don't know. 
Then check in your dictionary. 
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iere is no end to education. It is not that you read a book, pass an examination, and finish with education. 
The whole of life, from the moment you are born to the moment you die, is a process of learning. 

1 VOCABULARY exams 

a Match the verbs to the definitions. 

cheat cram fail f'IB5S sit take 

1 achieve the necessary standard in an exam pass

2 act in an unfair way to get an advantage ____ _ 
3 do an exam _____ or ____ _ 
4 not be successful in an exam ____ _ 
5 learn a lot in a short time before an exam ____ _ 

2 PRONUNCIATION revision of sounds 

a Write the words in the correct columns according to the 
pronunciation of the letter a.

ceAdidate cram examiner fail invigilator marks 
oral papers pass take 

1 2 

candidate 

3 
ll� 

<>O� 
''@"@ 

4 

b p:m1 Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the words.

c Match the words with the same vowel sounds. 

cheat choice could guess multiple nervous 
opti6ft revise university written 

1 :-_-�_:-- problem -�orp=ti=o�n_ 6 l test 

2 
1� 

dream 7 rn subject --

3 ij> book 8 S:J school ___ _

�
\ 

' finish 4 9 � style 

/� 

�" 5 ,;;;-&· word 10 � enjoy

d Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the words. 

3 READING 

a Read the article once and match the 
headings with the paragraphs. There is 
one extra heading you do not need to use. 
A Revising for more than one exam 
B Alone or with friends? 
C Dealing with unwanted distractions 
D On the morning of the exam 
E Making the most of your revision time 
F Once the exam starts 

b Read the article again and choose the 
right answers. 
1 The article recommends that students 

who are revising should work ... 
a in IO-minute periods. 
b in up to 40-minute periods. 
c with a break every hour. 

2 If you are taking exams in several 
different subjects ... 
a concentrate on only one subject 

each evening. 
b always start by revising the subject 

you like least. 
c check your answers to the exams 

you have already taken. 
3 The article says that feeling nervous on 

the morning of the exam ... 
a can be a good thing. 
b doesn't matter if your friends are too. 
c only happens when people are late 

for an exam. 
4 When you turn over the exam paper, 

the article says you should ... 
a make notes next to each question. 
b start with the questions you know 

least about. 
c do all of the questions in order. 

5 The article suggests that ideal exam 
conditions are when ... 
a there are enough invigilators. 
b candidates can concentrate fully. 
c a doctor is on hand to deal with 

any problems. 



Finding Henry 

1 GIVING DIRECTIONS IN A 

BUILDING 

2 walk 
3 through 
4 straight 

right 
6 past 
7 turn 
8 carry 
9 up 

10 towards 
11 should 

2 SOCIAL ENGLISH 

2 I must admit 
3 It's great to have you back 
4 Goodness knows 
5 I just wish you were here 

3 READING 

a I The address of their destination. 
2 You should tell them if their destination 

is on the left or the right-hand side of the 
road. 

3 Right 
4 The distance. 
5 You shouldn't shout at the driver or 

point. 

1 GRAMMAR 

a 3 MV 
4 MV 
5 AV 
6 AV 
7 AV 
8 MV 

b 2 am 
3 was 
4 doesn't like 
5 Did you do 

Have you 
7 isn't often 
8 is being 
9 Did you have 

10 Had you 

c 1 don't, have 
2 Are, didn't 
3 Does, 's/has 
4 were, aref're 
5 Had, was 
6 Are, do 
7 Have,amf'm 
8 was, havef've 
9 Has, isf's 

10 Did, wasn't 

;J;
b

:7:Jr» 

2 PRONUNCIATION 

a 1 We aren't going out tonight. 
2 When are you going on holiday? 
3 She does aerobics to keep fit. 
4 Who does the baby look like? 
5 I have a friend in New York. 
6 Where have you been? 

3 READING 

b 1 B 
2 A 
3 D 
4 B 
5 C 
6 A 
7 C 
8 D 

4 VOCABULARY 

a 2 parking lot 
3 high school 
4 washroom 
5 vacation 
6 movie 
7 cell phone 
8 movie theatre 
9 fries 

10 garbage 

b 2 bill 
3 trainers 
4 tap 
5 queue 
6 pavement 
7 underground 
8 lift 
9 petrol 

10 sweets 

5 LISTENING 

a 2 Fisherman's Wharf 
3 Alcatraz Island 
4 Lombard Street 
5 Transamerica Pyramid 

b seven years 
2 thick fog 
3 seafood 
4 sea lions 
5 The Rock 
6 a prison 
7 eight 
8 8kmph 
9 in the financial district 

10 260m high 

1 VOCABULARY 

a 2 cheat 
3 sit, take 
4 fail 
5 cram 

2 PRONUNCIATION 

a 1 fail, invigilator, papers, take 
2 cram, examiner 
3 marks, pass 
4 oral 

C 2 cheat 
3 could 
4 written 
5 nervous 
6 guess 
7 multiple 
8 university 
9 revise 

10 choice 

3 READING 

a 1 E 3 D 5 C 
2 A 4 F 

b 1 b 3 a 5 b 
2 b 4 a 

C 1 off-putting 
2 your mind wanders 
3 keep you on your toes 
4 jotting down 
5 get to grips with it 
6 creeping up on 
7 under-perform 

4GRAMMAR 

a 2 I've known 
3 was shining 
4 is giving out 
5 she's going to 
6 I've made 
7 I took 
8 He spoke 
9 I'll 

10 he'd spent 

b 2 used to live 
3 have to go 
4 hasn't been cleaned 
5 had it dyed 
6 he couldn't start 
7 I'd lose 
8 you to make 
9 he didn't love 

10 Ifl'd known 

5 LISTENING 

a China, Korea and Finland 

b 1 Assessment 
2 OECD 
3 education system 
4 2000 
5 three years 
6 15 
7 reading 
8 two hours 
9 expectations 

10 trusts 

-
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